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Abstract— This paper presents preliminary results
of a new robotic wrist for minimally invasive surgery.
This wrist is a high-dexterity miniature robot, able to
provide simultaneously the grasping/cutting (1-DoF)
and rotations capabilities with 3-DoF. The grasping
function is insured by the folding of the top platform
of a parallel structure. The grasping capability of the
wrist is part of the mechanical structure itself and
can be fully controlled by external actuators. In order
to validate this original approach, an experimental
prototype has been fabricated using 3D printing technology at a larger scale. The inverse kinematic model
has been developed and the workspace analysis was
accomplished to assess the capabilities of the realized
system. Finally, experimental tests have been also
carried out for validating the proposed structure.

I. Introduction
In the last decades, miniaturized robots have attracted
a lot of attention from academic and industrial communities from a wide fields of applications. In medical field,
miniaturized systems can find their application with the
light-load requirements from manipulating medical devices to precision surgery. In minimally invasive surgery,
surgeons use a variety of techniques to operate with
less injury to the body than with open surgery, through
small openings or natural ways. In this procedure, 510 mm diameter instruments (graspers, scissors, clip
applier) can be introduced by the surgeon into the body
through trocars. The incisions should be made as much as
necessary but as small as possible, as it is closely related
to procedural complication and recovery.
The restricted vision, the difficulty in handling instruments (new hand-eye coordination skills are needed),
the lack of tactile perception and the limited working
area are factors which add to the technical complexity
of this surgical approach. Thereby, robotic surgery has
come up as a reference aimed at overcoming the main
limitations of minimally invasive procedures, providing
more dexterity to the surgeon and more accurate motion
of the tools.
A relatively large number of articles are published
each year on topics related to micromechanisms used in
medicine for diagnostic and surgery [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6].
Indeed, many constraints have to be overcome in order to
design a micromechanism, like the limited space and biocompatibility. Many robotic systems designed to operate
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Fig. 1. Overview of the complete wrist at the tip of an instrument

as a surgical system have been presented in literature,
such as ViaCath robotic system [7] and [8]. Kaouk et al.
reported a single-port robotic laparoscopy procedures on
humans using the daVinci system [9], which is mainly
used for standard laparoscopic procedures. In 2010 the
TransEntreix medical device company has introduced
the SPIDER (Single Port Instrument Delivery Extended
Reach) surgical system [10] and in 2012 Niccolini presented the SPRINT robot [11], these robots are designed
for Single Incision Laparoscopic Surgery.
The objective of this work is to develop a new approach
of robotic wrist mounted at the tip of an instrument Fig.
1. The new robotic wrist, can undertake the tasks of
gripping or cutting the target tissues. In order to handle
various tasks during the surgery, this robotic structure
has 4-DoF. Yet, the main innovation in our system is
the use of a novel parallel robotic structure based on a
foldable platform.
In order to reach and examine various critical regions,
the control of motion of the end effectors of surgical
instruments is provided through rods system. Hence, parallel manipulators are able to provide many DoFs using
linear actuators. In addition to integrate the gripping
capability, we propose the addition of a degree of freedom
to reconfigure the shape of the platform and use it as
a grasping tool. Thus, the use of a foldable platform
instead of a rigid platform allows the robot to control
a two fingers of a gripper or a scissors. Some of the
links of this configurable end-effector are attached to the
legs so its configuration can be fully controlled from the
actuators located outside the body. The originality of this
architecture is that it can perform the grasping and a 3DoF rotations simultaneously in a very compact design.

Compared to serial kinematic structures found in most
robotic structure designed for minimally invasive surgery
parallel manipulators have the desirable characteristics
of high payload and rigidity. Moreover, regarding the
allowed dimensions for MIS, the joints can be replaced
by flexible articulations.
The paper specifically focuses on the validation of the
new robotic architecture before integrating it at the tip
of an instrument.
In the next section, we present the kinematic of the
new wrist and some related works. Then, we determine
the inverse kinematic model. Finally, we present the
design of the robot, the workspace analysis and some
experimental results that describe a proof of concept
constructed at a larger scale with a 3D printing machine.
II. Kinematic structure
This section introduces the novel wrist and its kinematic structure. This new type of architecture replaces
the rigid platform of a regular parallel robot by a foldable
end-effector in order to provide the grasping capabilities.
The proposed wrist is similar to parallel structure with a
regid platform, with 3-DoF in rotations using 4 spherical
joints, used in Vertical Motion Simulator [12]. Similarly,
in medical field, Merlet [13] presented a micro parallel
robot MIPS having 3-DoF that allows fine positioning of
a surgical tool.
A relatively few articles are published on topic relates to parallel robots with configurable platform. Some
of this architectures use the configurable platforms to
provide rotation via a gearing system like the Par4
[14], while others use it for grasping. In 2002, Yi and
al. [15] proposed a planar parallel mechanism with a
parallelogramic planar platform that can be used as a
gripper. Then, Mohamed and Gosselin [16] proposed in
2005, a first generalization of the concept of both planar
and spatial parallels robots with configurable platforms.
Lambert [17] presented a 5-DoF parallel manipulator
that generates 3 translations, 1 rotation plus a linear
grasping motion. Also, in 2015 Lambert [18] introduced
a novel redundantly activated parallel architecture that
provides 6-DoF motion and 1-DoF grasping capabilities.
The main innovation in our structure is the presence
of a 1-DoF foldable platform instead of a closed loop
chain found in most parallel robots with configurable
platform. This additional DoF is more compact and
provides grasping capability via two fingers located on
the platform.
The concept of our structure is described by the
architectural scheme illustrated in Fig. 2, where joints
are represented by rectangles and links between those
joints are represented by lines.
The robot is composed of three main parts: four linear
actuators, five struts and a foldable platform where the
two finger gripper are fixed. The platform is formed by
two semicircles assembled by a revolute joint. Two fingers
are attached to each part of the platform can be used as

Fig. 2.
Architectural scheme of the manipulator. Let P, R, U
and S represent prismatic, revolute, universal and spherical joint,
respectively.

a gripper, scissors, etc... Each part of the platform has
two struts attached to points Ai , where universal joints
connect the 4 parallel struts to the configurable platform.
Every strut is attached to a prismatic linear axis via
a spherical joint. The configuration of the platform is
defined by the angular folding value θ. The position of
the platform is defined by the 3 Bryan angles (α, β, γ) to
describe the relative orientation of the platform with the
base. In order to eliminate any displacement of the platform, a central strut fixed on the base and connected to
one part of the deformable platform through a spherical
joint is used.
The orientation and the grasping configuration of the
platform are controlled by 4 vertical parallel linear actuators located away from the structure. Each struts
have a prismatic 1-DoF actuated joint, a 3-DoF spherical
joint (S) and a 2-DoF universal joint (U) connecting
the struts and the deformable platform. The mobility
of the mechanism can be calculated by the Grübler
criterion, when considering a general parallel mechanism
with n rigid links and m joints, each joint having fi DoF and where d stand for the mechanism motion system
dimension, 6 in our case (spatial mechanism).

F = λ(n − j − 1) +

j
X

fi = 6(11 − 14 − 1) + 28 = 4 (1)

i=0

III. Kinematic modeling
A. Geometry of the manipulator
As shown in Fig. 3, the global coordinate system is
located at the articulated spherical center of the central
leg Fw = (Ow , Xw , Yw , Zw ). Fp = (Ow , Xp , Yp , Zp )
denote the frame attached to the configurable platform
when θ = 0.
For convenience, we define the following parameters
for describing the geometry of the kinematic model. The
struts have a total length li , where i = 1, .., 4 denotes
the legs. The left part of the configurable platform is
connected to the right part via a revolute joint and we

The configurable platform carries the two fingers gripper.
Each mobile base is attached to a linear vertical actuator.
Fr = (Op , Xp , Yr , Zr ) and Fl = (Op , Xp , Yl , Zl ) denote
respectively the right and the left end-effector frame
attached to the two parts of the platform. We define p Rr
and p Rl 3-by-3 rotation matrix respectively between the
moving frame Fr and the moving frame Fp and between
the moving frame Fl and the moving frame Fp .
(
p
Rr = rot(Xp , θ),
(2)
p
Rl = rot(Xp , −θ),
Figure 3 presents the geometrical relationship between
the 10 joints. We designate the coordinate of the 4 points
at the top platform and the stage by w Ai and w B i
respectively. Figure 3 presents two poses of the wrist and
the different frames related to the foldable platform.
B. Positional constrain equations

(a)

The inverse kinematics aims to find the vertical displacement values of the four linear actuators, qi for
i = 1, .., 4, for a given pose of the top platform. We
denote the position of four points at the top foldable
platform and the mobile bases by w Ai (i = 1, .., 4) and
w
B i (i = 1, .., 4) respectively. The input variables are the
rotation matrix w Rp between the moving frame Fp and
the reference frame Fw and the folding angle θ of the
configurable platform. The position of the four universal
joints w Ai on the top platform are given by:
(
w
Ai = w Rp p Rr r Ai , i = 1, 2
(3)
w
Ai = w Rp p Rl l Ai , i = 3, 4
w

Ai , r Ai and l Ai are the positions of Ai expressed in
Fw , Fr and Fl respectively.
The position of the four spherical joints on the bottom
of the struts w B i are written as w B i = [bxi byi bzi +
qi ]t .
The constraint equations of the kinematic model are
obtained by equating the distance between the joints on
the base and joints on the platform to the strut length
li , i.e the vector Ai Bi norm :
kw B i − w Ai k = li ,
(b)
Fig. 3. The simplified kinematic model of the robot. (a) Pose where
α = β = γ = 0. (b) Pose where β = γ = 0.

define the relative rotation angle by θ. The central strut is
attached to the right part of the platform via a spherical
joint Ow and fixed at the base in the other end. The
others struts are attached on one end to the platform
through a universal joints w Ai and on the other to the
mobiles bases on the other end via a spherical joint w B i .

i = 1, .., 4

(4)

(bxi −axi )2 +(byi −ayi )2 +(bzi +qi −azi )2 = li2 ,

i = 1, .., 4
(5)
To solve equation (5) we define the variables:
2
2
2
• vi = li − (bxi − axi ) − (byi − ayi ) ,
• ui = bzi − azi ,
We can rewrite equation (5) as:
(ui + qi )2 = vi ,

i = 1, .., 4

(6)

Equation (6) gives two solutions for qi , we must choose
the one compatible with the actuator strokes.

C. Velocity constraint equations
The instantaneous motion of the platform is obtained
by taking the derivative of the kinematic equation 4
with respect to time and substituting with geometic
parameters, written as:
 w
( B i − w Ai )t ([Ω]× w Rp p Rr r Ai + w Rp [p Xp ]× ω(θ) p Rr r Ai )




= (w B i − w Ai )t Ḃi , i = 1, 2
w
p
w
p
w
w
l
l
t
p

 ( B i − Ai ) ([Ω]× Rp Rl Ai − Rp [ Xp ]× ω(θ) Rl Ai )


= (w B i − w Ai )t Ḃi , i = 3, 4

(7)
Here Ḃi = (0 0 q˙i )t is the instantaneous velocity of
points w B i , where q˙i represent the vertical speed of the
four actuators on the base. In equation (7), Ω is the
instantaneous angular velocity of the foldable platform
where Ω = [ω(α) ω(β) ω(γ) ]t and ω(θ) is the instantaneous
angular velocity between the two parts of the platform.
The symbol [Ω]× represents the cross product skew
matrix.
We can write equation 7 in matrix form as:
Jl T = Jr Q̇

(8)

where T = [ω(α) ω(β) ω(γ) ω(θ) ]t is the motion twist
of the configurable platform and Q̇ = [q˙1 , q˙2 , q˙3 , q˙4 ]t is
the actuating displacement of the linear motors. The left
matrix Jl has the following form:

(w B 1 − w A1 )t (−[w Rp p Rr r A1 ]× | w Rp [p Xp ]× p Rr r A1 )
 (w B 2 − w A2 )t (−[w Rp p Rr r A2 ]× | w Rp [p Xp ]× p Rr r A2 ) 
w

( B 3 − w A3 )t (−[w Rp p Rl l A3 ]× | − w Rp [p Xp ]× p Rl l A3 )
(w B 4 − w A4 )t (−[w Rp p Rl l A4 ]× | − w Rp [p Xp ]× p Rl l A4 )


(9)

The right matrix Jr has the following form:


az1 − bz1 · · ·
0


..
..
..
Jr = 

.
.
.
0
· · · az4 − bz4

(10)

The inverse of the Jacobian matrix relating the four
actuator inputs Q̇ to the motion twist T is
Q̇ = J −1 T = Jr−1 Jl T

(11)

IV. Design and analysis of the mechanism
This part describes the geometry and the design of the
wrist to present good properties of motion. Then a model
at scale 4:1 is realized and actuated as a proof-of-concept.
A. Mechanical design of the robot
Thanks to the symmetrical proprieties of the architecture, the kinematic design parameters can be reduced
to a relatively few numbers. Assuming identical lengths
for the 4 moving struts li , identical distance between
the joints fixed on the platform w Ai , the joints w B i are
symmetrically fixed to the mobile actuated bars. The

Fig. 4. Geometrical description of the top foldable platform and
the bottom joints. (a) Presentation of all parameters. (b) Particular
case where φA = 0

spherical joint connected to the base and the revolute
joint are disposed at the same axis (Ow , Xp ), see Fig.
4. Two configurations of the moving struts are possible,
either crossed or parallel.
The objective of this part is the validation of the proposed structure using 3D printing model. Fig. 5 depicts
a CAD view of the prototype designed in SolidWorks.
The actuators take place away from the structure, where
there is no spacial constraints to the size and the position,
which gives us a wider range of motion of the foldable
wrist.
The selected kinematic design parameters are : li =
34mm, ra = rb = 16mm, δ = 40◦ and φA = 0.
These parameters were therefore constrained by the
technical fabrication of the prototype using a 3D printer,
these the size of the model is 4 times bigger than the
intended size.
B. Workspace analysis
The workspace of the mechanism refers to the set
of all positions and orientations achievable by the endeffector frame. We analyzed the theoretical workspace of
the manipulator in order to assess the capabilities and
the limitation of the system. The theoretical workspace
is obtained by assuming a travel motion of 20mm of the
actuators. The red and the blue ranges shows the two
reachable space of the two fingers of the gripper. The
tridimensional workspace of the two distal fingers of the
end-effector of the 4-DoF is shown in Fig. 6. The illustrated surface is determined by the combination of two
partial surfaces that presents the individual maximum
working ranges of each finger. This includes the surface,
which is the superposition of the two fingers where the
manipulator can be used as a scissors. Table I shows the
maximum rotation angles in degrees of the wrist using
the chosen kinematic design parameters and a 20mm
travel motion of the actuators.
C. Experimental results
For the proof-of-concept, a functioning experimental
prototype has been constructed using a 3D printing
machine in Acrylic plastic. It consists of four vertical
moving struts and a fixed central struts, each of the

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6.
Workspace of the two fingers of the wrist. (a) spacial
presentation of the workspace. (b) Top view of the workspace.

Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of the manipulator. (a) Manipulator
at the home position. (b) Angular rotation about the y-axis. (c)
Angular rotation about the x-axis.(d) Gripper opening. (e) Gripper
closing. (f) Gripper closing and angular rotation about the y-axis.
TABLE I
The maximum rotation angles of the wrist using 20mm
travel motion of the actuators
α (deg)
β (deg)
γ (deg)
θ (deg)

max
52
40
66
33

min
-52
-40
-66
-60

moving struts is attached through two spherical joints
at their end to the foldable platform and the moving
rods (we have chosen to use spherical joints instead of
universal ones because of the easiness of fabrication). The

movement of each rods is insured by a 1-DoF servo-motor
located away from the structure.
The whole prototype was printed in one block including the spherical joints. The clearance fits used in spherical joints was chosen to comply the technical resolution
limit of the 3D printing machine, to a minimum value of
0.1mm. The left part of the foldable platform is attached
to the right one via two revolute joints. Each finger of the
gripper/scissors are a part of the platform.
The main interest of fabrication of this robot is to
validate the mechanism structure. The purpose of our
experiment is to show that, when the rods translate, the
robot structure deforms and the top platform reaches
the desired orientation and angular deflection. The endeffectors are non-standard part of the wrist. Their geometry can be adapted to the task to operate.
Figure 7 shows the wrist controlled with a joystick.
The proposed motion control algorithm was successfully

Fig. 7.

Manipulation of the wrist through a joystick.

implemented on the prototype to carry out the control
motion of the joystick with the 4-DoFs in rotations. They
can be further appreciated in the video clip accompanying this paper.
V. conclusion and outlook
In this paper, we proposed a new concept of a robotic
structure designed for minimally invasive surgery. This
wrist is able to grasp/cut objects (1-DoF) and achieve
rotations with 3-DoF by actuating four linear external
actuators. Initially, the kinematic structure of the robot
has been investigated. Then, the inverse kinematic has
been determined and a workspace analysis have been
likewise performed to evaluate the theoretical capabilities
and effectiveness of the system. A first wrist prototype
of the design described in the paper has been fabricated
at a larger scale and tested. Future works will address a
reduction in robot size and the optimization of the design
of the structure and the shape of the gripper/scissors. In
addition, the characterization of the manipulator singularities in the control and further analysis regarding the
operation with the wrist will be performed.
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